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DOPING WITH MALE.M/D-LIPE:,1,A SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS

'USiNG,LITERATURE Aq A 'DATA :Jou

. 4 .

introduction(' Literature as a Data Source.

Adult, education and adult developmental psychology are complementary 4

field? of study. The educatiohal needand interests Of the adult to a urge
extent ref ).ect diffierent stages' of,psycho-social development: UnderatahAing.
ddult development can be an asset in planning adult education'allexperieriCes.
Birren and.tbadruff (1973) sugg94t that. the goals of "educational interirention
over the,14fe span" are three-fOIA: alleviation of-educational" Aprvationt
en'richment, to stimulate interest in learning itself; and prevention of diffi-
culties in adjusting to dilfferent stages of the life span. With these goals
in mind, an in -depth knowledge "of the developmental tasks facing adults, at ,

various age levels would appear to provide a focus and a degree of relevancy
to adult education" (p. 319). Knowledge and awareness of adult ptages of,
life can thus provide.a valuable resourOe .for the adult educator in terrig of )1
diagnosing learning.needi and designing educational activities.

T)aditional.sources for,developing life cycle paradigms are clinical
practices, -biographies and autobiographies, surveys, and interviews. The
relative recency of research in adulthOod as well as the lack of clearly de-
fined procedures.for the study of adult development invites new and creative'
approaches to exploring the:phases' of adulthood.

Fictional literatlite would seem to be one rich source of data fdi. acquir-
ing knowledge about adult deirelopment. The link betWeen literature and psy-
chology has long been recognized:

And what ind9ed is 1 teratur but a record of hUman
behavior? And. justthat'is also the definition given
at ,the beginning of.,inany a discourse on the subject
Matter of psychology....We interpret modern li.terature
...as. being an attemptto get at real facts which may
throw light upon human behavior. (Lindager, 1974, p. 67),

Literature has a Lagting and universal appeal because it speaks to the human-,
condition. Uhether literature is approached as art and read for enjoyment, or
as knowledge and studied as a source of data, "the writer discovers and commun-
icates facts and their meanings about human experience and behaior relevant
-to all men" (Lindauer,A974, p. 82)4 and Tlarrdn (1942}' in a discussion
of the various function's of literature, note the value of literary works to
psychologists as source books or case histo5Aes for when one'considers the.
"very'limited. number of persons whose inner life and motivations we know""...

4

*This paper is based upon a doctoral dissertation completed at Rutgers Univer-
sity, March 1978. A copy of the dissertation. (at costf reproduction and
mailing) may be obtained by writing: Sharan'D rriam, Center for Adult De

Place, New Brunswick, New rsey 08903
velopment, Graduate School of Education,. Rut rs.University, 10 Seminary:.
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"the great service of the novel that it does'revealthe introspective
life of the charact2r" (p. 23).''

The potential usefulness of literature for illuminating stages of adult
'development invites systematic research,' According to McKenzie (1975):

- 7

'Analysis of ...literature can be a research nodality for the
simple reason that such research has the potential of making
pew information avail:able. A large number of creative artists,
have much to say about adult development and learning.. What
theythave to say is based on.their experience, on exceptional

,,perceptions of life, and on penetrating insights -and profound
intuitions. The author...offers to the researcher a gonaptual
model of human development. (pp. 214-215)

While several writers have acNocated the use/of literatpre as.a data
source for generating new insights about adult deVelopmentv the researcher
was unable to locate any 'such systematic inquiry, with one\p6ssible excep-,
tion. In The Interpretation of'Dreaths, first'published in 1900, Sigmund
Freud developed his theory of theAledipus complex fioman analysi4,,of Sopho-
cles' Oedipus Rex and Shakespeare's Hamlet. (Freud, 1961).

Literature has been most often used as an'illustratIve device. Kimmel
(1974) for example, yl a book on adult development, illUstra'tes major ideas
throughout his chaptgr on "Dying and Bereavement" with excerpts from a short' .

story by Leo Tolstoy. And on occasion literature'has been linked to idu
.development paradigms". Ricciardelli, (1973) applied Cumming and Henry's di.` .

engagement. theory to King Lear,for example. And using the alternate artform
of film, Erik Erikson (1976) applied. his model of adUlt development to Dr.

.,Borg in Bergman's film "Wild Strawberries.."

0
A desire to explore the use fUlness of'literature as a datasource for

studying adult development thus provided the imeptus for this fAserach inves-
tigation. The various stages of, adulthood were considered in order tb proVide
a focus for the study. Middle ac?e was chosen for the following reasons: i

(1) it ways of most-interest tothe researcher; 2) compared with othe other
stages of adulthood, there has beemjess research done on middle age; 3) middle-
aged adults.comprise.a large, influential segment of the adult'ponulation;
implications for education based upon the.stuV's findings could. thus have a,
potentially significant impact.,

.

An initial exploration of the research on.middle age suggested a further
limitation. Rather than studying bothsexes or women, middle-aged men were
chosen to.,be a focus of the study because: 1) the psychological literature
suggests ,that women follow diffeKent developmental patterns and to include
both males and females in the same study would present problems of interpreta-'
tion; 2) empirical research, which formed a reference point for this_study's
findings, has focused crimarily on men, and 3) fictional literature dealnq
with middle age has more often cantered on-male'rather than female prota.onists...

4
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With middle-aged males as theffocuS,. ib was felt necessary.to'establtsh
pqkameters with regard to the liteiarY'selections..: To. controt for excessive.'
,vAriabilitY in terms of language and cultural factors and to enhance the
:probability that findings would have relevant. imrilibations for contemporary
acult edUcational programming, the'study was limited to twentieth cOtury
American literary workg. Within this framework literary works were'.selected
from two different hiStorical periods--post World !,or I and post WorldYar II.'
This Provided a data base broad enough to insure that findings would not be"
4ffected by particular conceptions of.literary art. Using works from two
different periods encompassing a fifty year time span also afforded the re-
.searcher an opporturifty,tO determine whether characterietiba'of%Men in mid-
life appear stable over time, or if. there appeared to be historic41 differences
in the dynamics Of-male middle age. 1 More novels (f our, from each period) than
plays (two from each period) were choSen'beoause of the novel's greater po7.
tential.for character development and analysis. Poetry, due to complexities of
metaph ical interpretation, and autobiography, which is non-fictioh and
which o en encompasses the entire life epandgwere two literary forms nOt
included this study.

The following criteria, suggested by Mcirenzie (1976), were used as guide-
lines in the selection of particular works: 1) that they posses literary
merit; 2) that the works he relevant to the probem; 3) that 4.11e.W'Orks be
sufficient in length to derive adequate information; and,4) that the work be
clearly written and unhampered by complex symbolism.

. The actual selection of specific works was based on ti- researcher's ow
literary judgement and consultations with professors in the field of American
&iterature. Seven eo ege and university professors were asked to name fic-
tional works of litera y me it from t post World War I and pOst WO ld War
II eras in which the protaiboist wa middle-aged male. Those wo s which
were repeatedly listed as meeting t e required "criteria were,selec for the
study. They are

Post World War I

Oovels:

Cather, Willa. The Professor's House. (1925)
-

Fitzgerald, F. Scott. Tender is the Night.. (1934)

Lewis, Sinclair. Babbitt. (1922)

You Can't Go Home ACT in. (1940)Wolfe, Thomas.

Howard, Sidney. They Knew What They 'lanted., (4924)

Rice,
( :Elmer. The Adding *"aching. (1923)

a.
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Post World War II

Novels:

Bellow, Saul. Herzog,. (1964) ,

Heller, Joseph. Something Rappened. (1975)

marguand,.13bbn P. Point of No,peturn. 41949) :

Updike, John-. A Month of Sundays. '11975)

Plays:

Miller, Arthur. Death of a SAlesman (1949)
. \A .

'1 Uilliams, Tennessee. The Night of the Ilyull. '11981)

4
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Methodology .

P

Rigorous IthodolOgical inveStigations of literature Have been limited-
to content.ana sis ip which the-goals h4ve been to determine "the reading
ease of prose, copparing stylistic factors, Settling authorship disputes,
and Understanding literature's intentions and effects on an audience" (Lin-
dauex, 1974, p. 58). In order. to inve tigate the viability of using litera-
ture

research methodology'shouldbe emp oyed. Goundedltgeory, a research meth0...1
e inquiry, it was felt that a systema-

tic
as a data source Per social sCien

dology which emphASites theory discovery' rather. than theory verification,
seemed to be particularly suited to an attemato generate new insights about`
a particular period of adult development.

this

using the rigorous data analysis
techniques of grounded theory research, this study sought to go beyond OWst
efforts which have largely employed unsystematic and impressionistic approach-
es to the analysis of literary materials, and to provide a prototype of
disciplined investigation, of literature fcir the purpose of studying adult
development.

Grounded theory research,-)developed by sociologiests Glase and Strauss
(1967)-,' emphasizes inducti4ely generating theory which is "gro ed" in the
data rather than testing theory or merely describing empiric phenomena.
Its value for investigating adult IdeveloPment has been undersCored by Bernice
Neugarten: "Perhaps the most useful" studies in the immediate future will...
be those that depend upon inductive approaches and methods of natura'istic
observation rather than upon deductive and experimental approaches" (Neugarten,
1973, p. 327). y ,

Theory, according hp Glaser and Stiauss,,should p*Diride a perspective on
behavior and be useful for guiding future research. A theory is most useful
if it is derived from the data'which.it purports to describe or explain. iThe
theory will then "fit"--that'is, the categories will'be "readily (not forciblY)
applicable to and, indicated by the data under study." It will also "work"



teat s, the .ategstries'will he"relgynt to and be able to explain the behavior
under tudy" (Glaser &'Strauss, 1967, p. 3). . e

. A conceptual scheme
several elements.' A catego
Stand by its61f. Propettie
Alnate the category's meani g. Cate ies and Properties are generated by

11
the data and "have a life mart from evidences gave rise to them."
Concepts according to Glaser And Stra s (1967)

elated by grounded theory methods consists of
y is "a conceptual elenent of theory" and can

are aspects of the category which define or

should be analytic ---suffieiently generali zed to designate
characteristics of concrete entities, not the entities .

themselves. They should be senSitizing-- yield a 'meaning-
* ful' picture, abetted by apt illustrations that enable one

to grasp the reference in terms of one's own experience.
(pp. 38-39)

A skeletal theory emerges as categories and Propertied dre,abstrdcted
4.

from the data and then related through /the tentative 'formulation of hypothe-
ses. In grounded theoy.research, "hypotheses haye statusof
suggesited, not tested, relations among categories

at first the

(Glaser
Strauss, 1967z p. 39).

colftis=perties., though
they ir verified as much as-possible in the course and

f .

The basic strategy in grounded theory research' is the constant comPara-
.stive method of data analysis. -Categories, propeltti-es and Hypotheses
simultaneously throughout the process of data collection, coding'

,begins another. Unlike other research methodologies,
stops one operation and

analys ins 4
There is no prescribed moment when the researcher

P clues to the emerging theory and focus
tl and concepts

further

i -mMediate-
1y. The researcher moves "back and forth between da emerging

.from the data to develop
collection of data.

, The constant comparative methodof qualitative analysis can. be appliatla

to a variety of-data sources. Glaser and Strauss argue that documentary ma-
terials--"letters,' 'biographies, autobiographie, memoirs, speeches, novels and
a'multitude of nonfiction forms"--are potent Lally valuable for generating
theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, pp. 161,_163). Since theory building
than verification or descriptionis the aim of grounded theory research,

Y andappropriate. Uhaf is
most important is the emergent theory's explanatory
open and flexible use of data:sources is necessary

.underlying data source is
and predictive Powers.

The nature of the itPortant, IDINnot to the sax
degree as in traditional descriptive or hypethosis-

I.. .

testing inquiry.

Insight; whih is the' source of "significant theorizing", can come from
personal experiences as well as the experiences of others;'

,

The validity of thiS point is easy to grasp if one
thinks of an interviewer beginniAg to theorize on the
basis of insightgotten,from an interviewee's words.
T e'anthropelogist also does this when he

.. ,
listens to
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informants. .I. f we can do this with an, interviewee or
an informant whytat with the author of an autobiography
or a novel? Whatjs more, the insider (interviewee, in-
,foment, novelist) may not give us the insight unwittingly

. ..he may

e researcher accepts that offer at face
t.intentionally,s- xfully aware that he .i.6 do-

ing so. If
value, there is no schuid pethodOlogical reason why he
cannot begin to build,or.further build, theory upon it.
(Glaser & Stiraliss, 1967, ;pp. 252-253)

The fact -that literature asa data sourcecresists the rigorously ooti-
trolled,manipulation of. "harder"evidence,does not preclude its value as

.medium'for research. Analysis of data, even that which is rigorously co1411.C-
tad:, sUffi)rs to some,extent from conceptual and methodological shortcomings
inherent in the particular research methodology employed. Acdarding to Lin-

01auer (1974):. '

,

.4, L

`,

w..
. -

Literature can be th4ght of as one f. maiy sources of,psp.
'. '1"- chological informatiOn which vary intheir degree of rigor

and comprehensiveness. Literature's problems as a source
:

of, data, Arising because it 41 an historical'rdcord of fic-
tion by...authors who were more concerned with litekarY
than scientific criteria, are balanced by its major ad-

. vantage: it gives the. insights of talented people about
important pyoblems (p. 82) ,

The value of literature as a data source daft be;evekuated "Oral, in teams of
its fruitfulness...in light of the data, hypotheses and theories whiCh'will
eventually emerge,"(Lindauer, 1974, p. 177). r

In summary, grOunded theory research,which emphasiZes the inductive gen=
,

eration, of theory from the data source seemed.wAl-duited for A' study'of male
mid-life in conjunction with literary materials. The data analysis techniques
involved inthe constant comparative metho4i w
an attempt to uncover new insights into

Pre applied to literary works in
e mid-life.

Data Analysis

. . o
Data collection and analysis were preceded by a cursory reading of the

works in order to familiarize the researcher with the basic setting, plot,
and characters. A close, detailed reading of each work was then undertaken,

1 .

In moving throughthe first novel, The Professor's House, any incident,
dialogue, or statement made or thought iDY the protagonist. or other Characters.
which appeared to relate to middle age was underlined. AA strong attemptwas
made to remain ,open and sensitive to what the data source might Possibly gen-
erate, on a separate piece of paper, page number and the core of each under-
lined quote was recorded. Some fifty -two different page numbers and core* ,

quotes were noted under nine,different possible categories such as appearance,

_J

er
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family, career, etc. After completing The Professor's House, a theoretical
memd was typed, in whichthe researcher noted generalities, ideas, strong themes
having to do with being middle=aged.

This process ofil;;derlining ank notetaking continued with the close read-
ing of Babbitt, a difference 14ing-that the tentative categories generated by
The P ofessor's louse were kept A mind. Although looking for some verifi-
cation Of thes categories in Babbitt, new categories and re-focusing of ear-

. lier categoric were also sought. Overone hundred page number4\and core
quotes were reco ded and two new categories, "Introspectiqn" and "Burdened by
Responsibility" merged. A memo was 't ed recording joint observations per-
t&ining to Babbi t And the Professor. uch common, experiences as an awareness
of. time, concern with physical*aspeCtecif aging and lose ofrinterest in work.
were'note.,

0.
Witlitthe 'leading of successive Yiterary:works, verification and strength-

*ening of earlier categories was Ought-while at thesame time an attempt, waa
,made to avoid forcing new data-to ft preconceived categories. Rather, each
work, to the extent poSsible, was allowed to generate its own categories or,
headings.

A \
, _ . . ).As works were compared andcontradted --

j.tr emerge into which the data could be di e
:c1.4sters with themes such as aging, family
guoteS wascontinually-added o while at t

bne another, ihdmePbegan to
°tea from the works fell into'
, and self. Each cluster of
time analyzed by the re-

0,A, searahr in an attempt to determine a part rn a cateqori s and properties.
t -..

As the relationships between gategories and prWe Fties be an to crystallize,
'earlier read-works were returned'to for.yerifiCatkon.

4 .

After all twelvl workqlweretead d data recorded in this manner, all
notee orecorded data, compgrative and h oretipal memos were revieWd. Ex-
tracted froM the data were five major ci ec ries and-their properties deemed
characteristic,of the male mid-life perj: of development. These ategories;

(properties, and the'twelve literary wor were each,assigned a n r which
could then be punched on McBeekey sort ca cis:

(

At this point a:duplicate set of books was'purchased. 'Por each literary
work, all upderlined incidents in the original book were then cut out of the

:-duplicate book and.pAsted ona.McBee -card (see page.8 for'an example). In many
,instances, an episode or t
one ctrkegoiry or property.
interrelatedness of the ca

llf

k, well as thoughts on the i
o Middle.age.,'Such,,insigh

ought pasted on a card was punched for more than
is cross referencing generated thinking about the

egories, 8everaltentative hypotheses emerged, as-
tegration,of the data into an overall.thlery of
were recorded.

4

In,s1mmary, from.the reading of the first hook through the writing of the
findings, an attempt was made ,to remain sensitive to thedata-source itself.
The simultaneous collection and analysis of the data allowed for the emergence
of categories and'propeitea derived directly from the data. This cumulative
process of theory building involved a simultaneous examination of evidence with
the formulation of concept's and tentative hypotheses. Through the constant com7
parative method, each new piece of datd served to.confirm or adify'elements of
the emerging theory.
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On days. when rrn 'especially melancholy, begin
constructing tables .of organitatiOn from standpoints
of plpin malevolence, dividing,' slit:dividing, and

peOple in the company on the bask of
/ envy, Iropr.vfent, nmhitioq, frt>afration,, rivalry, hatred,

or 'disappointment. I call. th sc. charts my Happiness
Charts: "Thew exereiSes.in' malice (Lever .fail to boost

- my- spirits -but -only4tir a while. I rank pretty high
when _the company -is nitalyied this way,becattsc I'm.
not envious or disappointed, and I hays. no -expects -1
tious.. Mille very Wit of course, arcalese people,
trieStly young and Without dependents, to whom the

. company is not yet stistitution of any sacred merit
(or even, an institution especially worth preserving)
but still only a place tO workj, and who regard-their
prcscm pssociation,_Aith -it asomething temporary.
To' them, is adjust a job, from president to porter,

..and pretty much the sam jug at that. I put thcso
pewle nt the top Nam if you asked any one of
them if he would ch o spend- the rel4t of his life
working for the col rty, he would give you a re-
souncli-tv Wirt, rig4rclless of what igduccnicnts were
oitercd.)-was that high onecT It yotkaAcd Mc that

tlitcsliutt today, 1.w0Illd also give you a 'resound-
inf No! add:

"I think l'd rather clic now)'
am making nt) litaoN to 1 ivg.-

1 liivc the feeling now that t, c is no place left
flr kite to4go.
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to .lade cyetTict it's ore boring to 'do something

than in pastalons, kr-v[61)g boring that comes
fit to somebody else 'ail then :have nothing to do

all.
-
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The findings of thiS study suggest that coping with middle ag can be
. an neomfoftable, and at times, painful endeavor. As w)th other'sfages Of .

development, the salient issues of mid-life must be dealt with in order
orthere to be continued gro h and development. In varying degrees, the
ivee of these 'twelve protagon sts become fr gmented as,4ach pauses to scrut-

inize his career, his family, and himself. T if period of fragmentation in w
which-he segments of one's 1 fe are analyzed, criticized and evaluated, is
followed by a restructUring, utting the puzzle pieces of, one's life tieck
together. Restructuring, when it occurs', allows the middle -aged person to'

,

move on in life, to continue 'to grow and develop. ,
* .

-x *
While the challenges of other stages Of human development might ease

generate cohflict eecessita ing a resolution, m ddle age can be .differentiated
from other life Stages by i s own distinctive p ycho-social events. Frag-
mentation- restructuring is.a broad conceptual f woik within' which the dy-

namics of middle agd can be viewed. Fragmentation is best thought of as a
continuum. Some protagoniSts experience 'intense distress and conflict as they
attempt to cope with middle age; for others, the process is less traumatic:
Common to all protagonists, however, are the issues of mid-life which must be
confronted. In this study, five major categorieSdestriptive of middle age
emerged from a comparative analysis of the data. The distribution of the
categories and proPertieS in the literary works are presentecron PNge 10.
Following is a very brielf description of each categiory.

1 k
The Awareness of Aging- The data from this study strongly affirm that a
growihg awarenessof one's own aging is a major concernlor those in mid-life.
Unlike a young person who is future oriented, whose life stretches ahead al-
most indefinitely, the middle,-aged man begins to realize that his life is fin-

ite. He becomes aware of his physical aging, an irreversible process, which,
he realizes, leaves'him left with a limited number of years.

The 'awareness of aging is characterized by a reordered time perspective.
Men begin to view their lives in terms of the time they have left to live,
rather than the number of years since birth. Bob Slocum in Something Happened
(Heller, 1975, p. 318) graphically describes this shift in time with an analy-
sis of his sleeping position: "In my middle fears, I have exchanged the
position of the fetus for the position,of the"Corpse."

A:second property, concern with physical aging, heightens the protagon-
ists' awareness of aging. This concern with physical deterioration is con -
firmed by spouses and/or peers, a third property of the category. 'Finally',

the, awareness of aging is also characterized by intimations of mortality. No

longer does the future spread out indefinitely before the protagoniSts as it
did, in young adulthood. Some men fear death, some accept it, and others vow,
to fight it..

a



TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF THE CATEGORIES AND PROPERTIES IN THE LITERARY WORKS

1. THE PROFESSOR'S HOUSE

(CodriFy St, Peter)

2, TENIIER is WI Elif

(nockIfivi:r)

3, BAlkIlta.

(c,,orge

A. YON LAN'! CO NOME AGAIN

(Cyorgc. :vhba)
m. .

5, TIM ' AT INFA'WANTEP

(Tony)

6. THL Abh1NC

(ht

ALHINE

croF
, -

1. VERA

(Howl Hozog)

SOMINC NAPhENED

(hob

9, KARI OF NO RETURN

(Charles Crcy)
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-,Search for MeaaLaT, The realization that one is half way throggh life data-.
pults the protagonists into a search for meaning, a second category uncovered
in this study. Everything in the protagonists' lives comes under review.
&Identifying anchors of fami'y, career and self no longer seeem relevant. The
returns on an investment of forty. or so Years of living are found to be elu-
sive. One property characteristic of the mid-life search for mering is an
intense questioning of life general and one's own life in partidular.
The questioning of life Leads the men into feeling that they are losing their
bearings, the second property of the search for meaning.

The Generation Squeeze: The fragmentation each protagonist experiences as he
attempts to cope with middle age is exacerbated by the problems associated
with being the middle of three geneiations. As Tom Marshfield aptly expresses
it in A Month of Sundays (Updike, 1975, p. 145), "Heredity. ..worked up as well
as down." Weaving in and out of the labrinth of intimate relationships.to
spouse, parents and children, the mid-life male feels burdened by having to
offer emotional succor and financial support to more people than at any other
stage of life. The protagonists feel "squeezed" from both endsierd;0r2isi, e life
span. Being responsible for both the older generation, bnd
the younger generation, their children, is a burden most would like to escape.
Thus the property'of oppressive responsibility helps to illuminate the nature
of the category, generation squeeze.

The second property of the generation squeeze is bi nolar projection.
Projecting.themselves into the Position of their aging parents, the men see
what they do not want,to become.' And projecting themselves towards their
youthful offspring, they mourn the loss of vitality and youthful promise.
Finally, the pressure, real ,or imagined, which a mother or father exerts upon
the protaqohists is the third property of the categorygenerationsqueezt.

Career Malaise: In this study, it appears that even for those who judge them-
selves as successful, a mid-life 'career malaise diliishes feelings of fulfill-

Some of the men are bored with their jobs, some are so preoccupied
with their age-related problems that they are temporarily unable to

in their work, and others feel,,trapped, too old to make a career
The properties of "boredom", "inertia" and "trapped", capture the es-
the category, career malaise, as experienced by the twelve protagen-

anent.

coping
function

,change.
sence of
ists.

Ego Re juvonation : The fragmentation of 'mid-1 ife can be a lonely and painful
process. The loss of bearing which occurs in the search for meaning, the dy-
namics of the generation eqneeze, the inertia related to a' career diagnosis and
the awareness of :Wing itself result in the protagonists' need to revitalize
their lives. For these men, the desire to remain youthful manifests itself
in at least two ways;v-throughthe mentor relationship and through sexual activ-
ity. Middle-age(L nien are in A unique position ,to be mentors. By mid-life
most have achteved, thrTigh xpo r ience , the status and power younger men
aspire to. Rarely,. it ever, is a youn(J person a mentor, and herein lies the
dilemma for middle-aged men: .dne cannot be both young and yet have accumulated
the years of experience necessary to offer. 'qui,lance oto others. Assuming the
role of mentor to A Veuneer man allows ter the NiMle-aged man to operate from
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a coveted position of authority, while at the ,same time vicariously reliving
young adulthood. Sexual activity,'the second property of ego rejuvenation,
is yet another hedge on aging.

The middle-age categories avdi propertie8 identified in this study, though
presently individually, are in reality interactive and interrelated. The par-
ticular configuaation and interrelatedness-of these factors create varying
.amounts of stress Upon thp protagonists. Some find...looping' with their aging
to be relatively easy; for others; the fragmentation-they experience is devast-
ing. Consequently, some are able to restructure their lives, allowing for
continued growth and development; while others fail to come to terms with the
tasks of mid-life. (The integration of c6tegories and properties, as Kell:as
the protagonists' approaches to restructuring are fully explored in the disser-
tation.)

Conclusion

A comparison of thisstydy's findings withj4sycho-social research attested
to the fact that literature can confirm existing knowledge as'well as genPmate
new insightS. Of the five major categori , elements of three--awareness of
aging, the search for meaning and, career m ise--are wellodocumented by em-
pirically-based studies...On middle age. Th ystematic analysis of literature
also uncovered some new insights. Specifically, sensitizing and explanatory
insights emerged with regard to:__

1) what it means to be the middle of three generations
2) the importance of peer/spouse confirmation of one's aging
3) the. rejuvenation function of the mentor relationship-,

It could be argued, in fact, that the new findings were discovered per-
haps because of the use of literature as a data source. That is, the pl-otag-
onists of this study were seen by the researcher within thp full context of
their lives. Bein4 able to observe their interaction Atli family members,
friends and co-workers provided a rich scenario/of interpersonal relationships
from which.new insights coudid be extracted. .

Some further observations can be -made with relord to the use of literature .

as a data source. Literature, as an artistic and creative expression of an
aspect of the human conNition, provides a researcher with vivid-data for first
(Tenerating, and then ilstrating the elements of an inductive theliFy. In this
particular study, there was tio significant difference between the fk,,Ktime
'periods with regard to the richness of the works for generating insights intd
male middle age. Literary genre did make a difference, however, with novels
proving to be almost twice as helpful as plays.

in conclusion, while recognizing that the fictional works defilt with the
more problematic dimension of mid-life, literature, in conjunction with ground-
ed theory research techniques, did prove to he arich source of data for uncover-
ing insights into a period of adult deVelopment. Such findings can at least
provide a starting point for adult educators in planning meaningful educational
experiences for this segment of the population.

0.`
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